THE SECOND FLIGHT TO EVEREST
the camera work, so, crouched over it, and as soon as the pilot
switched on for exposure and I saw the flexible drive give its
preliminary writhe, I seized the knob of the hand-working
gear and turned it gently to help the electric drive over. All
was well, and this process was repeated every twenty seconds.
For something like an hour I must have been huddled over
the vertical camera feeling its pulse, as it were, and coaxing
it along. Everest lay straight before us and great cliff-bound
valleys streaked with snowfields were clear beneath us. The
all-important camera was working.
"Suddenly a message came from the front of the cockpit.
The electric plug was vibrating out of the pilot's oxygen
heater and refused to stay in place. It was a critical matter for
the pilot to have to hold this in one hand and yet fly the excep-
tionally steady, level course demanded by the air survey with
the other. Fortunately our telephones were working and so
we could consult. Previous misfortunes with the gear had
led me to take up a screw-driver, which I passed forward
with the suggestion that Clydesdale should prize open the
split-pins of the plug with it. This he did and his troubles in
that respect were over. Next I had a fresh struggle because the
drift clamping screw of the survey camera had seized with
cold, and the screw-driver was used in an effort to release it.
This was not entirely successful because I was afraid of wrecking
the whole camera.
"On we went up to 31,000 feet, the mountain getting ever
closer, and now I started busily taking oblique photographs of
those unexplored declivities, ridges, and ranges which ran
south-west from Everest. This was indeed to be the main prize
of our flight, because it is precisely these aspects of the massif
that are unknown to science. All went well. I alternated
between diving down to the survey camera to help it to do its
appointed task, and leaning over the side of the open cockpit
to take obliques and train the cinema camera on magnificent
spectacles, I had besides the still camera a Kodak baby cine-
camera, and a hectic time dividing my attention between
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